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Abstract 

The possibility is considered that new kinds of neutrinos produced 
promptly in hadronic interactions as the decay products of charged heavy 
leptons may contaminate some high-energy neutrino beams. With a contamination 
at the level of a fraction of a per cent they could contribute to high-energy 
dilepton events. 
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The possibility can be considered that some high-energy neutrino 
beams ) may contain new kinds of neutrinos vhich originate "promptly" in Che 
interaction of very high-energy hadrons. Discussion of this possibility is, 
of course, motivated by the observation that charged leptons U , in the mass 

? + - 2 
range of about I - 2 (GeV/c"), are perhaps pair produced in e - e collisions ), 
with subsequent rapid decay into an electron or a muon and two neutrinos. Such 
U of relatively moderate mass will be at least electromagnetically pair pro
duced in hadronic collisions. They may also appear "promptly" as the decay 
products of two charmed cadrons ) that can be produced in association strongly ) . 
In this case the neutrinos assumed to be associated with U may appear already 
at this point in a chain of rapid decays * Finally U pairs may be directly 
produced in collisions cf hadrons if they participate in a new kind of strong 
interaction * ). In all of the above cases, the new neutrinos (antineutrinos) 
denoted by v.. ( v..)» if assumed tc be light, essentially stable objects like 
M and v , will appear promptly from the assumed very rapid decays 

if (if) -| eT(e~) + v (v ) + v..(v.r) 1 e e u U 

,M>") + vu (vu) • 5u(v„) (1) 

The immediate signature of such decays would be prompt electrons (and muons) 
from hadronic interact ions. These would have relatively low transverse momenta 
(of the order of one-third of the mass of U ) with respect to the hadron beam. 
Such electrons are currently being subject to considerable experimental 
investigation * ). It may appear that contamination of some present neutrino 
beams ) with v.. and \j at the level of a small fraction of a per cent must 
have no influence upon the gross features of neutrino interactions presently 
being probed. That this may not be so with respect todilepf:on events in general, 
and in particular with respect to high-energy dimuon events, which may occur 
at the level of about I % of single muon events in neutrino or antineutrino 

9 10 interactions * )» is illustrated by the following example. Consider the 
1112 six-quark model ' ) which contains the usual left-handed charged current 



J - = V e Y x d - Y 5 ) e + v u Y A ( 1 " Y 5 )U * V y 7^(1 - Y 5>U + u y^J - y ^ dQ 

+ c V 1 " V S C + * Y A ( I " V b < 2 ) 

The new quarks t and b are considered to have comparable masses and to be 
heavier than c. This current interacts with itself via exchange of the usual 
charged intermediate vector bosons W . Within the framework of this interaction 
alone, contamination of high-energy neutrino beams by v.. would be limited 
by the absence (to the level of the contamination by \> ) of an e signal from 
the sequence 

v + N -> U + (hadrons) 
I + (3) 
I—» e + . . . 

Consiaer a new "right-handed" charged current which is formed from only the 
heavy quarks and heavy leptons (and their neutrinos) 

"\ = \ YA ( l + Y 5 ) U + ^U Y A f l + yS^U + ' Y > ( 1 + Y 5 ) S + ^ Y A ( 1 + Y 5 ) b ^ } 

Suppose this current interacts only with itself via eKchange of charged inter
mediate bosons W - which are distinct from Ur, so that the effective weak 
interaction formed from the charged currents takes the form 

- j(J +) x(jV + p(Jp\ UV'J F " * ' • ' ' ' ' " ' ^ " ' ( 5 ) 

where p is a parameter. Within the framework of the set-ond term alone, contam
ination of some high-energy neutrino beams (via U (U ) * £ (p ) + vp( vp) + vii^vu^ 
with S, - (e,u)) by a fraction of a per cent, denoted by <:, of right-handed 
v and/or v will lead to the following tactions at the level of e, 

v„ + N -* h + (new hadrons) 

I—> (U (li ) + 2 strange particles + ...: 



\J + N -*• |J + (new hadrons) 

L .>(u~(lf) + 2 charmed particles + ...) (6) 

This is because every event induced by the new kind of right-handed \>v (\̂ ) at 

the leplonic ver lex involves exchange of a W" to the hadronic vertex. The 

latter must produce, on the "son" or via "diffraction'1 ), a strange (charmed) 

hadron in «-.social ion with a hadron carrying a new flavor t (b), and this in 

turn must decay to- a \l + (l>~) °>" a U (U~) i,i1<1 a t least a second strange (charmed) 

hadron " ' ) . Events with a U+(lT) will give either a )J (u ) or an c (c ) • Overall 

secondary muons must predominate over electrons. At very high energies, 

where the presence of V (v.) may be more significant, production from the "sea" 

or via "diffraction" may also become of increased importance relative to pro

duction from valence quarks. This model is just an example. However it indicates 

that the rather minute presence of new kinds of neutrinos in a beam could 

complicate the into prêtâtien of high-energy dimuon events, at least at the 

level of the V contamination in a predominantly V beam (or vice-versa). It also 

indicates a class of diicpton events with at least two strange particles per event. 

i 8 
If prompt c at low transverse momenta, recently reuortcd ) ac 

-3 
the level of about 10 in ratio to pions, originate from the decay of pairs of 

charged heavy leptons, then contamination of some beams by new kinds of neutrinos 

could clearly be of the order of a few tenths of a percent, or even larger. Further 

the relative strength parameter p in eq. (5) can be greater tnan unity. 

A "beam-dump" experiment which, in principle, might severely limit 

the decay path of pions and kaons and then look for "residual" dimuon events, 

would be interesting ). A signal from at least two accompanying strange 

particles might be sought. Jr. principle, there could be differences in such 

characteristics of high-energy dimuon events which are currently being produced 

in neutrino beams that are set up in very different ways ), although even the 
9 10 

HPW experiments ' ) are probably mainly sensitive to dimuons from "conventional 

charm" i.e. induced by ordinary muon neutrinos ), and not to those from the 

above new class. The bubble chamber experiments ' ) which detect positrons 

of relatively low momenta can observe events of the new class ). Clearly these 

considerations concerning new kinds of "prompt" neutrinos entering the beams are 

correlated with the current experimental search for an excess of prompt electrons 
7 S 

at relatively law transverse momenta ' ) in hadronic collisions, which could 

well originate from new charged leptons which arc the decay products of charmed 

mesons.-



I thank Professors P. Grannis, 8. Richter, C. Rubbia, J. Steinberger, 
J. Sakurai and J. Wtyers for conversations. I am grateful to Professor J. Prentki 
for explaining many matters to me, and for raising the question of the identity 
of the neutrinos from K-decay and from tr-decay, which question was also raised 
by B. Richter in connection with high-energy dileptou events. 
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^pfcrem (••o and footnotes 

Î ) Becnuse of the mnner of preparation, the Caltcch beams would not contain 
"prompt" neutrinos, whereas Lhc IIPW beams may contain them. I thank 
B. KichLei Jov conversations an this matter, 

2 ) M.L. PEPL et al., Phys. Kov. Lett. 35 C 1^75) 1489 
3 ) J. iCAKUNER, Phy.s. Rev. Lett. j!6 (1976) 759 
4 ) In this case contamination of a neutrino beam by new neutrinos and by 

new anlincutrinos need not to be the same. 

5 ) S. NUSSINOV, R. KA1TI0 and M. K00S, SI JVC report, SLAC-PUB-i690 (1975) 
(lo be published); B. AKBUSOV, C. SEGRE and J. WEYERS, CERN report, 
TH. 2122 - CERN (1976) (to bo published)* G. FEIKEERC and T.D. LEE, 
Columbia report, C0-227i~74 (1976) (to be published). 

6 ) In this case the new neutrinos may also be directly pair produced. 
7 ) Private communication from P. GRANNIS. 
8 ) L. BAUM et al., Phys. Lett. JSOB (1976) 485 
9 ) A. BENVENUTI et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 35. (1975) 1199 
10) A. BENVENUTI et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 3j>. (1975) 1245 
11) R.M. BARNETT, Fermi lab report, FERMlLAB-Conf-75/71-THY (1975) and references 

therein, 
12) II. I'RmSCII, Caltech report, CALT-6S-524 (1975) (to be published). 

2 
13) The production is with a (1 - y) y - distribution for V and a flat dis

tribution for v . The distributions are of course interchanged if "strange" 
and "charmed" are interchanged in eqs. ( 6). 

14) Presumably in a higher mass range, mesons carrying both strangeness and 
a new flavor can be procuced and can decay significantly via a heavy Icpton 
and a neutrino. 

15) I thank C. RUBBIA for informing rae of this possibility. 
16) In Miis class the strange particle signal is perhaps well "hidden" by 

predominant decay of charmed mesons via a heavy lepton. 
17) J. BLIETSCHAUct al,, Phys. Lett. 60 B (1976) 207 
18) J. von KROGH et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 36 (1976) 710 
18} If the (\i \i ) events in the kinematic region of the HPW experiments 

involved instead a positron, they probably would not be detected at the 
present time in the bubble chambers. On the other hand, if the positrons 
seen in the bubble chambers were instead y they would not be detected in 
the HPW experiments. I thank C. RUBBIA and M. PATY for information. 


